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In terms of the equivalence of Poincare inequality and the existence of spectral
gap, the super-Poincare inequality is suggested in the paper for the study of
essential spectrum. It is proved for symmetric diffusions that, such an inequality is
equivalent to empty essential spectrum of the corresponding diffusion operator.
This inequality recovers known Sobolev and Nash type ones. It is also equivalent
to an isoperimetric inequality provided the curvature of the operator is bounded
from below. Some results are also proved for a more general setting including
symmetric jump processes. Moreover, estimates of inequality constants are also
presented, which lead to a proof of a result on ultracontractivity suggested recently
by D. Stroock. Finally, concentration of reference measures for super-Poincare
inequalities is studied, the resulting estimates extend previous ones for Poincare and
log-Sobolev inequalities.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let (E, F, +) be a probability space and L a self-adjoint operator on
L2(+) such that Pt=exp[tL] provides a Markov semigroup. It is well
known that L posses a spectral gap if and only if the following Poincare
inequality holds:
+( f 2)
1
*
D( f, f )++( f )2, (1.1)
where *>0 is the spectral gap of L, D( f, f )=+((- &L f )2) is the
Dirichlet form associated to L. Throughout the paper, test functions in a
inequality are in D(D), the domain of D, and such that both sides of the
inequality make sense.
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To see whether or not the essential spectrum is empty, we introduce the
following inequality:
+( f 2)rD( f, f )+;(r) +( | f | )2, r>0, (1.2)
where ; # C(0, ) is positive and decreasing. Recall that the supercontrac-
tivity inequality reads (Davies and Simon [16])
+( f 2 log f 2)rD( f, f )+m(r), r>0, +( f 2)=1, (1.3)
where m # C(0, ) is nonnegative and decreasing. So, we may call (1.2) the
super-Poincare inequality. (1.2) also makes sense when + is a Borel
measure, but for the case that + is a probability measure, it is essential that
;1. Obviously, (1.2) is equivalent to the Nash type inequality
+( f 2)8(D( f, f )), +( | f | )=1, (1.4)
where 8 # C[0, ) is increasing with 8(r)r  0 as r  . Consequently,
(1.2) is wide enough to recover the classical Sobolev inequality (see
Corollary 3.3).
Our first purpose is to show that (1.2) is equivalent to _ess(L)=<
(Theorems 2.1 and 4.1), where and throughout the paper, we use _ess and
_ to denote essential spectral and spectrum respectively. Then, we show
that (1.2) is also equivalent to the following F-Sobolev inequality for a
proper choice of increasing F # [0, ) with F() :=limr   F(r)=
(Theorems 3.1, 3.2):
+( f 2F( f 2))c1D( f, f )+c2 , +( f 2)=1. (1.5)
This inequality has been studied in [6] and [35] for diffusions and jump
process respectively. It has been proved in [6] that, for symmetric
diffusions, (1.5) implies _ess(L)=<. Our present results show that they are
actually equivalent. Correspondingly to the equivalence of (1.1) and the
exponential convergence of Pt in L2(+), (1.2) is equivalent to
+((Pt f )2)exp[&2tr] +( f 2)+;(r) +( | f | )2 (1&exp[&2tr]). (1.6)
Moreover, it is shown that (1.2) is equivalent to k(0) :=limt  0 k(r)=
for a properly defined isoperimetric function k (Theorem 3.4).
For simplicity and due to some of our arguments, we shall mainly
consider symmetric diffusions on a Riemannian manifold (Sections 2, 3).
Some results are also extended to a general setting including symmetric
jump processes (Section 4). Besides qualitative criteria, some estimates of
the function ; are also presented. To see this, let us consider a simple
example. Let L=2+{V with V=&:\$ (:>0, $>1), where \ is the
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Riemannian distance function from a fixed point in a Riemannian mani-
fold M. Assume that the Ricci curvature is bounded from below. We have
(Corollaries 2.5, 3.3)
(1) The super-Poincare inequality (1.2) holds with ;(r)=exp[c(1+
r&*)] for some c>0 if and only if *$2($&1).
(2) The F-Sobolev inequality (1.5) holds for F(r)=[log(r+1)]* if
and only if *2($&1)$.
Consequently, the (defective) log-Sobolev inequality (and hence also the
strict log-Sobolev inequality, see [2, 34]) holds if $2, this is a result
proved recently in [30, 36] using different approaches. Consequently, when
$>2, the semigroup is ultracontractive as suggested by Stroock [30], and
furthermore (Corollary 5.2),
&Pt &1  exp[*1+*2 t&$($&2)]
for some *1 , *2>0 and all t>0. A related result has been obtained in [1]
following the line of [23] and [30]. See the forthcoming paper [28] for
more criteria of ultracontractivity and supercontractivity.
Finally (Section 6), the concentration property of the reference measure
is studied for (1.2). The resulting estimates extend previous ones for hyper-
contractivity and supercontractivity. For relevant results and references, we
refer to [3, 4, 21, 25, 29].
2. SUPER-POINCARE INEQUALITIES AND THE
ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM
In this section, we assume that E=M is a d-dimensional connected com-
plete Riemannian manifold, possibly with boundary M. Denote by dx and
\(x)=\(x, o), respectively, the Riemannian volume element and the
Riemannian distance function from a fixed point o. Let L=2+{V for
some V # W 2, 1loc (M, dx) such that Z := exp[V] dx< and (L, C

0 (M)) is
essentially self-adjoint on L2(+) (with the Neumann boundary condition
whenever M is nonempty), where d+=Z&1 exp[V] dx.
Theorem 2.1. Let =0. We have _ess(&L)/[=&1, ) if and only if
there exists some decreasing ; # C(=, ) such that
+( f 2)r+( |{f |2)+;(r) +( | f | )2, r>=. (2.1)
Consequently, _ess(L)=< if and only if ==0 in (2.1), i.e., (1.2) holds.
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Proof. Denote by Bo(r) the geodesic ball with center o and radius r. By
DonnelyLi’s decomposition principle [18], _ess(&L)=_ess(&L|Bo(r)c),
where L|Bo(r)c denotes the restriction of L on Bo(r)
c, with M & Bo(r)c the
Neumann boundary and B0(r)c"M the Dirichlet boundary.
Assume that _ess(&L)/[=&1, ). Noting that (see [20] for a general
result) inf _ess(&L)=limr   inf _(&L|Bo(r)c), then for any r>=, there
exists n=n(r)1 such that
+( f 2)
r+=
2
+( |{f |2), f # C 0 (M ), f | Bo(n)=0. (2.2)
For any f # C0 (M ) with +( | f | )=1 and any :1>0, choose m #
[n, n+1+:&11 ] & Z+ such that +( f
2 1Bo(m+1)"Bo(m)):1+( f
2). Let h=
(\&m)+ 7 1. By applying (2.2) to hf, we obtain, for any :2>0.
+( f 21Bo(m+1)c)+( f
2h2)
r+=
2
+( |{( fh)|2)

(r+=)(1+:2)
2
+( |{f |2 1Bo(m)c)
+
(r+=)(1+:&22 )
2
+( f 21Bo(m+1)"Bo(m))

(1+=)(1+:2)
2
+( |{f |2 1Bo(m)c)
+
:1(r+=)
2
(1+:&12 ) +( f
2).
This yields that
+( f 21Bo(m)c):3+( |{f |
2 1Bo(m)c)+
1
2 [(r+=)(1+:
&1
2 )+2] :1+( f
2),
(2.3)
where :3= 12 (r+=)(1+:2).
Next, by the local Nash inequalities, there exists c(r)>0 such that
+( f 21Bo(i ))c(r)[+( |{f |
2 1Bo(i ))++( f
21Bo(i ))]
d(2+d ),
i # [n, n+1+:&11 ] & Z+ .
Therefore, there exists ;1=;1(r)>0 such that
+( f 21Bo(m)):3+( |{f |
2 1Bo(m))+;1 .
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By combining this with (2.3) and taking
:2=
r&=
3r+=
, :1=
2:22
(r+=)(1+:2)+2:2
,
we arrive at
+( f 2)
2:3 +( |{f |2)+2;1
2&:1[(r+=)(1+:&12 )+2]
=r+( |{f |2)+
r;1
:3
.
On the other hand, if (2.1) holds for ; # C(=, ), we go to prove that
_ess(&L)/[=&1, ). Let pn=+(Bo(n)c), then pn a 0 as n A . For any
f # C 0 (M ) with supp f/Bo(n)
c and +( f 2)=1, we have +( | f | )2pn . By
(2.1),
+( |{f |2)sup
r>=
1&;(r) pn
r
 =&1
as n A . The proof is completed by DonnelyLi’s decomposition
principle. K
Remark. By Theorem 2.1, we have inf _ess(&L)>0 if
+( f 2)c1+( |{f |2)+c2 , +( | f | )=1
for some c1 , c2>0. On the other hand, by [34], inf _ess(&L)>0 implies
(1.1). Then the above weak Poincare inequality, inf _ess(&L)>0, and the
Poincare inequality (1.1) are equivalent. Therefore, (1.2) is stronger
than (1.1).
Corollary 2.2. _ess(L)=< if and only if (1.4) holds for some positive
8 # C[0, ) with r&18(r)  0 as r  .
Proof. Simply note that (1.4) is equivalent to (1.2) qualitatively.
Actually, (1.2) implies (1.4) for 8(r)=inf[sr+;(s) : s>0], while (1.4)
implies (1.2) for ;(r)=sups0[rs&8(s)]. K
It is well known that _ess(L) can be estimated by the limit of L\, where
\ is the Riemannian distance function from a fixed point o # M, see [17, 18,
22]. Especially, L\  & as \   implies that _ess(L)=<. This leads to
the following consequence.
Corollary 2.3. If M is either convex or bounded, then (1.2) holds
provided
lim
\  
L\=&, (2.4)
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where and in what follows, the limit is taken out of cut(o), the cut locus of o.
On the other hand, (1.2) does not hold (and hence _ess(L){<) provided
o is a pole and
lim
\  
inf L\>&. (2.5)
Proof. It is easy to see that (2.4) implies _ess(L)=< by using Cheeger’s
inequality out of large geodesic balls, see [18]. On the other hand, if M
is compact and that o is a pole, then (2.5) implies +(exp[*\])= for big
enough *, refer to the proof of Corollary 1.4 in [34]. This means that (1.2)
does not hold by the concentration of +, see Theorem 6.1 in Section 6. K
It is extremely interesting to estimate ;(r) in terms of #(r) :=
&sup\r L\ or *(r) :=inf _(&L|Bo(r)c). This is however still open in
general. We present below an estimate under a priori Nash inequality.
Theorem 2.4. Let #(r) and *(r) be defined above. Assume that there
exists a locally Lipschitz continuous function W on M such that the following
Nash inequality holds for d&=exp[W] dx and some p>0:
&( f 2)c[&( |{f |2)+&( f 2)] p( p+2), &( | f | )=1. (2.6)
Put ,(r)=supBo(r) exp[W&V] and let  be an increasing function such that
(r) 14 [ |{W |
2&|{V |2&22(V&W )] on Bo(r)
in the distribution sense. If  is finite, then there exists c>0 such that (1.2)
hold with
;(r)=c[1+(2+*&1(8r&1))+r&1] p2 ,(*&1(8r&1)+2), r1,
(2.7)
where *&1(r)=inf[s0: *(s)r]. Consequently, if M is either convex or
empty, the result remains true with * replaced by (#+)24.
Proof. By (2.6), there exists c1>0 such that
&( f 2)r&( |{f |2)+c1(1+r&1) p2, &( | f | )=1. (2.8)
For any R>0, let h=(\&R)+ 7 1, we then have, for any f # C 0 (M ),
+( f 2h2)
2
*(R)
+( |{f |2+ f 2). (2.9)
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Next, let h1=(\&R&2)& 7 1, and assume that +( | f | )=1. It follows from
(2.8) with test function fh1 exp[(V&W )2] that
+( f 2h21)r+ \ |{( fh1)|2+12 ({( fh1)2, {(V&W )) +
1
4
( fh1)2 |{(V&W )| 2+
+c1(1+r&1) p2 +( | fh1| exp[(W&V )2])2
2r+( |{f |2+ f 2)+
r
4
+( f 2h21[ |{W |
2&|{V |2&22(V&W )])
+c1(1+r&1) p2 ,(R+2)
2r+( |{f |2)+[2r+r(R+2)] +( f 2)+c1(1+r&1) p2 ,(R+2).
By combining this with (2.9), we obtain
+( f 2)
2(*(R)&1+r) +( |{f |2)+c1(1+r&1) p2 ,(R+2)
[1&2*(R)&1&2r&r(R+2)]+
. (2.10)
For any = # (0, 1], put
R=*&1 \4(1+=)= + , r=
=
4(1+=)+2=(R+2)
.
Then (2.10) implies that
+( f 2)=+( |{f |2)+;(=).
with ; determined by (2.7).
Finally, if M is either convex or empty, by Cheeger’s inequality, *(r)
14(#(r)+)2, the second assertion then follows. K
Remark. According to Croke’s isoperimetric inequality [14], when
M=<, (2.6) holds for W=0 and p=d provided either i(M)= or
i(M )>0 and the Ricci curvature is bounded from below, where i(M )
denotes the injectivity radius of M. Here, we present below a result based
on a result due to [36]: (2.6) holds for p=d and W=c\ whenever
Ric&K for some K0 and c>- (d&1) K, refer to the appendix at the
end of the paper.
Corollary 2.5. Assume that Ric(X, X )&K |X |2 for some K0 and
all X # TM. If M is either convex or empty, then the results in Theorem 2.4
hold for p=d and any smooth W with &W&c\&< for some c>
- (d&1) K. Consequently, consider V=&:\$ (:>0, $>1), (1.2) holds with
;(r)=exp[c$(1+r&*)]
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for some c$>0 if and only if *$[2($&1)]. Moreover, if V=&exp[:\]
for some :>0; then (1.2) holds with the above ; for *= 12 .
Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 2.4 and the above
remark. Now, consider V=&:\$ (:>0, $>1). Since the Ricci curvature
is bounded from below, there exists c1>0 such that L\ &c1\$&1 for
big \. Then *(r)(c21 4) r
2($&1) for big r. Therefore, there exists c2>0 such
that
*&1(8r&1)c2r&1(2($&1)), r1.
Next, By Green and Wu’s approximation theorem [19], there exists
globally Lipschitz function W # C such that &W&c\&1 and that 2W
is bounded from above. Then, there exists c3>0 such that
,(r)exp[c3 r$], (r)c3 , r1.
By Theorem 4.2, (1.2) holds with ;(r)=exp[c$(1+r&$(2($&1)))] for some
c$>0.
On the other hand, if (1.2) holds with ;(r)=exp[c$(1+r&*)] for some
c$>0 and *<$(2($&1)), by the concentration of + (see Corollary 6.3),
+(exp[=\2*(2*&1)])< for some =>0. This is impossible since 2*
(2*&1)>$ and hence
+(exp[=\2*(2*&1)])=Z&1 | exp[=\2*(2*&1)&\$] dx=
by the volume comparison theorem due to [10]. The proof for the case
that V=exp[&:\] is similar. K
Finally, we look at the super-Poincare inequality by perturbations.
Obviously, (1.2) does not change qualitatively if V is perturbated by bounded
functions. Our next result says that this is also true if the perturbation is
Lipschitz continuous.
Proposition 2.6. Assume that (1.2) holds. If U be a Lipschitz function,
then (1.2) also holds for d+ :=exp[U] d+ with
; (r)=c1;(c2(1+r))2
for some c1 , c2>0.
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Proof. By Theorem 6.1, + is a finite measure since |U |c(1+\) for
some c>0. For any f with + ( | f | )=1, applying (1.2) to f exp[U2] we
obtain
+ ( f 2)2r+( |{f |2)+
r
2
+ ( f 2 |{U |2)+;(r) + (exp[U2] | f | )2. (2.11)
On the other hand,
+ (exp[&U2] | f | )2+ (exp[&U]) + ( f 2)=+ ( f 2)+
1
4=
+(exp[&U]).
(2.12)
Denote *1=&{U&2 , *2=+(exp[&U]). Taking ==[2;(r)]
&1 in (2.12)
and then substituting it into (2.11), we obtain
+ ( f 2)=
4r+ ( |{f |2)
1&*1r
+
*2 ;(r)2
1&*1r
, r<*&11 .
This proves the proposition. K
3. EQUIVALENT INEQUALITIES
We first consider the general setting introduced at the beginning of the
paper, where + is a measure.
Theorem 3.1. If the F-Sobolev inequality (1.5) holds, then (2.1)
holds with ;(r)=c1F &1(c2(1+r&1)) for some c1 , c2>0, where F &1(r)=
inf[s0: F(s)r] and we put inf <= as usual.
Proof. Let f # D(D) & L2(+) be such that +( | f | )=1. Denote a=+( f 2),
b=D( f, f ). Since
sup
r0
[rt&rF(r2a)]t - aF &1(t), t>0,
we have
+( f 2F( f 2a))ta&t - aF &1(t), t>0.
Combining this with (1.5), we obtain
(t&c2) a&t - aF &1(t)&c1b0.
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Therefore,
- a
t - F &1(t)+- t2F &1(t)+4c1(t&c2) b
2(t&c2)
, t>c2 .
This implies that
+( f 2)
t2F &1(t)
(t&c2)2
+
2c1
t&c2
D( f, f ), t>c2 , +( | f | )=1.
The proof is then completed by taking r=2c1(t&c2). K
To prove the F-Sobolev inequality from (1.2), we modify an argument
from [5] (see also [28]). We shall only consider the diffusion case because
of this argument, a general result will be presented in a forthcoming joint
paper with Fu-Zhou Gong.
Theorem 3.2. Let + be a Borel measure on a Riemannian manifold M,
and assume that (1.2) holds for D( f, f )=+( |{f |2). Define
!(t)=sup
r>0 _
1
r
&
;(r)
rt & , t>0.
Then for any = # (0, 1), (1.5) holds with
F(r)=
1
r |
r
0
!(=t) dt, r>0. (3.1)
In particular, we may take
F(r)=
1
;&1(=r)
, r>0, (3.2)
where and in what follows, ;&1(t)=inf[r0: ;(r)t] and we put
;&1(t)= if tinf ;.
Proof. For any nonnegative f # D(D) & L1(+) with +( f 2)=1, and any
$>1, let An=[$n+1> f 2$n] and fn=( f &$n2)+ 7 ($(n+1)2&$n2),
n0. By (1.2) we have
+( f 2n)r+( |{f |
2 1An)+;(r) +( fn)
2
r+( |{f |2 1An)+;(r) +( f
2$n) +( f 2n).
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Since +( f 2$n)$&n, it follows that
+( |{f |2) :

n=0
+( |{f |2 1An) :

n=0
!($n) +( f 2n)
 :

n=0
!($n) +( f 2$n+1)[$(n+1)2&$n2]2

(- $&1)2
1&$&1
:

n=0
|
$n
$n&1
!(t) +( f 2$2t) dt
c1 |

0
!(t) +( f 2$2t) dt&c2
=c3 |

0
!($&2t) +( f 2t) dt&c2=c3 +( f 2F( f 2))&c2
for F determined by (3.1) with ==$&2, where c1=(- $&1)2(1&$&1),
c3=c1+$2 and c2=c1$&1!($&1).
Next, taking r=;&1(=t), we see that !(t)(1&=);&1(=t). Then
1
r |
r
0
!(=t) dt
1&=
r |
r
=r
dt
;&1(=t)

(1&=)2
;&1(=2t)
.
The proof is then finished since = # (0, 1) is arbitrary. K
It has been proved in [6] that, for a connected complete Riemannian
manifold with finite volume and with Ricci curvature bounded form below,
the F-Sobolev inequality (1.5) for L=2 implies the compactness of the
manifold. Combining this with Theorems 2.1 and 3.2, we see that for such
a manifold, _ess(2){< if and only if the manifold is noncompact. We refer
to [7] and [8] for estimates of _ess(2) for noncompact manifolds with
finite volume.
The following is a direct consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Corollary 3.3. In the situation of Theorem 3.2, we have
(1) Let $>0. Then (1.5) holds with F(r)=[log(1+r)]$ if and only if
(1.2) holds with ;(r)=exp[c(1+r&1$)] for some c>0.
(2) Let p>0. Then (1.5) holds with F(r)=r2p if and only if (1.2)
holds with ;(r)=c(1+r&p2) for some c>0. They are also equivalent to the
Nash inequality (1.4) with 8(r)=c1+c2r p(2+ p) for some c1 , c2>0, and
hence the classical Sobolev inequality with dimension p whenever p>2.
Next, we go to study (1.2) by using isoperimetric inequalities. According
to [6], the F-Sobolev inequality is equivalent to a class of isoperimetric
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inequalities provided the curvature of the operator is bounded from below.
Then one may relate (1.2) to isoperimetric inequalities by Theorems 3.1
and 3.2. But here, we intend to go along a direct way.
Let E=M be a connected complete Riemannian manifold. Define
k(r)= inf
+(A)r
+(A"M )
+(A)
, r>0, (3.3)
where + is the (d&1)-dimensional measure induced by +, and A ranges
over all open smooth domains. According to [37], we may also assume
that A is connected.
Theorem 3.4. In the situation of Theorem 3.2.
(1) If k(0) :=limr  0 k(r)=, then (1.2) holds for ;(r)=2[k&1
(r&12)]&2.
(2) Assume that d+=exp[V ] dx is a probability measure, and V #
C2(M) satisfies (RicHessV)(X, X )&K |X | 2 for some K0 and all
X # TM. If (1.2) holds, then there exist r0 , c>0 such that k(r)
c[;&1(1(4r))]&12, rr0 .
Proof. The proof of (1) is simple and standard. Let f # C 0 (M ) with
+( | f | )=1. By coarea formula and noting that +( f 2>t)t&12, we have
+( |{f |2)=|

0
+([ f 2=t]"M ) dtk(r) |

r&2
+( f 2>t) dt
k(r) +( f 2)&
k(r)
r2
.
Since +( |{f 2| )2 - +( |{f | 2) +( f 2), we obtain
+( f 2)4+( |{f | 2) k(r)&2+2r&2, r>0.
This proves (1).
To prove (2), we need the following observation that (1.2) is equivalent to
+((Pt f )2)+( f 2) exp[&2tr]+;(r) +( | f | )2 (1&exp[&2tr]), t0.
(3.4)
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Actually, (1.2) follows by differencing both sides of (3.4) with respect to t
at t=0. Next, let h(t)=+((Pt f )2) for f # C 0 (M ). It follows from (1.2) that
h$(t) &
2
r
h(t)+
2;(r)
r
+( |Pt f | )2 &
2
r
h(t)+
2;(r)
r
+( | f | )2.
This implies (3.4) immediately.
Now, since RicHessV is bounded from below, &{Pt f &c& f &- t
for some c>0 and any t # [0, 1], see for instance [32] for detailed
estimates. By Ledoux’s argument [24], this implies that
2c - t +( |{f | )+( | f &Pt f | ), t # [0, 1]. (3.5)
By taking in (3.5) test functions fn # C(M ) satisfying fn(x)=1 for x # A
with dist(x, A"M)1n; fn(x)=0 for x  A, and |{fn |1n+1n2, and
then letting n A , we obtain
2c - t +(A"M)2+(A)&2+(1APt 1A)=2+(A)&2+((Pt21A)2). (3.6)
On the other hand, (3.4) yields that
+((Pt21A)2)exp[&tr] +(A)+;(r) +(A)2 (1&exp[&tr]).
Let r=;&1((4+(A))&1) and
t=r log
2&2;(r) +(A)
1&2;(r) +(A)
=;&1((4+(A))&1) log 3.
We have t1 for small +(A) and +((Pt2 1A)2) 12 +(A). Therefore (3.6)
implies that
2c+(A"M ) - ;&1((4+(A))&1) log 3+(A).
The proof is now finished. K
The following is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.4(2), K(0)= is
equivalent to _ess(L)=<, where L=2+{V. Moreover, let $>0, then
k(r)c[&log r]$2 for some c>0 and all r # (0, 1) if and only if (1.2) holds
with ;(r)=exp[c$(1+r&1$)] for some c$>0.
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4. SYMMETRIC JUMP PROCESSES
Let (E, F, +) be a probability space, and J a symmetric measure on
E_E. Define
D( f, g)= 12 |
E_E
J(dx, dy)[ f (x)& f ( y)]2,
(4.1)
D(D)=[ f # F : D( f, f )<].
Let # be a nonnegative symmetric function on E_E such that
|
A_E
1[#(x, y)>0] J(dx, dy)
#(x, y)
+(A), A # F.
Let J$(dx, dy)=1[#(x, y)>0] J(dx, dy)- \(x, y), and define
k(r)= inf
+(A)r
J$(A_Ac)
+(A)
, r>0. (4.2)
Obviously, we have k(r)=0 for r1 since + is a probability. It follows
from (4.2) that
inf
+(A)r
J$(A_Ac)
+(A) k(+(A)&1)
1.
Then, by [35], the F-Sobolev inequality holds for F(r)=k(r&1)2, which is
meaningful whenever k(0) :=limr  0 k(r)=. Consequently, by Theorem 3.1,
(1.2) holds with ;(r)=c1k&1(c2(1+r&1)&12) for some c1 , c2>0.
To prove the equivalence of (1.2) and _ess(L)=<, we consider sym-
metric jump processes, for which we refer to [11]. Assume that E is locally
compact and separable, then there exists a sequence of compact sets [En]
such that En A E. Let (q(x), q(x, dy)) be a regular q-pair, which is reversible
with respect to +, namely, J(dx, dy) :=q(x, dy) +(dx) is symmetric. Assume
that for any compact 0/E,
ess+ sup
x # 0
q(x, 0c)+ess+ sup
y # 0
|
0c
q(x, 0) q( y, dx)<. (4.3)
The corresponding generator can be written as
Lf (x)=|
E
q(x, dy)[ f (x)& f ( y)]. (4.4)
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To ensure that DonnelyLi’s decomposition principle holds for our present
case, we shall further assume that the Sobolev embedding theorem and
local super-Poincare inequalities hold.
A1 (Sobolev embedding theorem). For any compact 0/E, and any
bounded sequence [ fn]/W 2, 1 :=[ f : & f &2W2, 1 :=+( f
2)+D( f, f )<],
the sequence [10 fn] has a convergent subsequence in L2(0; +).
A2 (Local super-Poincare inequality). For any compact 0/E, there
exists decreasing ; # C(0, ) such that
+( f 210)rD( f, f )+;(r) +( | f | )2, r>0.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that (q(x), q(x, dy)) satisfies (4.3) for any com-
pact 0. Let =0 be fixed. If A1 holds, then (1.2) for r>= implies
_ess(&L)/[=&1, ). Conversely, if A2 holds, then _ess(&L)/[=&1, )
implies (1.2) for r>=.
Proof. (a) We first prove under A1 that
_ess(L)=_ess(L|0c) (4.5)
for any compact 0/E, where D(L|0c)=[ f # D(L) : f=0 on 0]. The
proof is similar to that given in [18]. It suffices to show _ess(L)/
_ess(L|0c).
Let * # _ess(L), by Weyl’s criterion (see [27, Theorem VII.12 and com-
ments on p. 264]), there exists a sequence [ fn]/D(L) such that +( f 2n)=1,
+( fi f j)=0 for i{ j and +((Lfn&*fn)2)1n. It is easy to see that
D( fn , fn)=&+( fnLfn)|*|+- +((Lfn&*fn)2)1+|*|.
Then [ fn] is bounded in W2, 1. By A1, [ fn10] has a convergent sub-
sequence in L2(0; +). For simplicity, we assume that fn 10  f # L2(0; +).
Since gn :=f2n& f2n&1 also gives a Weyl’s sequence, we may assume in
addition that f =0. Because [ fn] is an orthonormal sequence but fn10  0
in L2(0; +), [10c fn] has no convergent sequence and hence we may
assume that infn +(10c f 2n)>0. Therefore, by Weyl’s criterion, we have
* # _ess(L|0c) provided
lim
n  
+(10c[L( fn10c)&*fn]2)=0. (4.6)
Hence, it reminds to show (4.6).
Observing that
L( fn 10c)(x)=Lfn(x)+|
0
q(x, dy) fn( y), x # 0c,
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we have (recall that J is symmetric)
+(10c[L( fn10c)&*fn]2)
2+((Lfn&*fn)2)+2 |
0c
q(x, 0) +(dx) |
0
q(x, dy) fn( y)2

2
n
+2 |
0
fn( y)2 +(dy) |
0c
q(x, 0) q( y, dx)

2
n
+2+( f 2n10) ess+ sup
y # 0
|
0c
q(x, 0) q( y, dx);
which proves (4.6) by letting n A .
(b) Assume that A1 holds. If (1.2) holds for r>=, then for any com-
pact 0 and any f with f |0=0, we have
+( f 2)rD( f, f )+;(r) +(0c) +( f 2), r>=.
Then _ess(&L|0c)/[r&1(1&;(r) +(0c)), ), r>=. By letting 0 A E and
using (4.5), we see that _ess(&L)/[r&1, ), r>=. This proves the first
assertion.
(c) Assume that A2 holds and _ess(&L)/[=&1, ). Let [0n] be a
sequence of compact sets with 0n A E. We claim that *(n) :=
inf _(&L|0cn) A *()=
&1. Actually, for the case that *()<, choose a
sequence of functions [ fn] such that +( f 2n)=1, fn |0n=0 and +([(L+
*()) fn]2)  0. Note that [ fn] has no convergent subsequence, it follows
from Weyl’s criterion that *() # _ess(&L).
The remainder of the proof is modified from [12]. For any f with
+( f 2)=1, let tn=+( f 210n). By A2, for any r>0, there exists ;n(r)>0 such
that
tn=+( f 210n)rD( f, f )+;n(r) +( | f | )
2. (4.7)
Next, observing that
| f 10cn(x)& f 10cn( y)|
| f (x)& f ( y)|+10n_0cn _ 0cn_0n(x, y) | f 10n(x)& f 10n( y)|,
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we have
*(n)(1&tn)D( f 10cn , f 10cn)
(1+n&1) D( f, f )+(1+n) |
0n_0
c
n
f (x)2 q(x, dy) +(dx)
(1+n&1) D( f, f )+c(n) tn ,
where c(n)=(1+n) ess+ supx # 0n q(x, 0
c
n). Then
D( f, f )
*(n)
1+n&1
&
*(n)+c(n)
1+n&1
tn . (4.8)
Combining (4.7) with (4.8), we arrive at
D( f, f )  inf
s0
max {sr&
;n(r)
r
+( | f | )2,
*(n)
1+n&1
&
*(n)+c(n)
1+n&1
s=
:= inf
s0
[h1(s) 6 h2(s)].
Since h1 is increasing while h2 is decreasing, the above infimum is attained
at s0 which solves h1(s)=h2(s). Therefore,
D( f, f )
*(n)&[*(n)+c(n)] ;n(r) +( | f | )2
1+n&1+*(n) r+c(n) r
.
For any r$>=, take big enough n and small enough r>0 so that
r$
1
*(n)
[1+n&1+r[*(n)+c(n)]],
then there exists ;(r$)>0 such that
+( f 2)r$D( f, f )+;(r$) +( | f | )2. K
For symmetric jump processes, we may take #(x, y)=q(x) 6 q( y) in the
definition of k(r). This leads to the following consequence.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that A1 holds (it is obviously the case for
irreducible, countable Markov chains), then k(0)= implies _ess(L)=<. In
particular, let \ # D(L) be a compact function in the sense that [\n]
is compact for any n>0. If |\(x)&\( y)| 2 (q(x) 6 q( y)) is bounded
J-essentially, and lim\   L\=&, then _ess(L)=<.
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Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 4.1 and remarks at the
beginning of this section. Assume that |\(x)&\( y)|2 (q(x) 6 q( y))1
a.e.-J. For any n1, let En=[\n] and ln=inf\n(&L\). Let J$ be
defined by taking #(x, y)=q(x) 6 q( y). For any A/E cn , we have (noting
that J is symmetric).
ln +(A)|
A
(&L\) d+=|
A
+(dx) |
E
q(x, dy)[\( y)&\(x)]
=|
A
+(dx) |
Ac
q(x, dy)[\( y)&\(x)]J$(A_Ac).
Then, by Theorem 1.1 in [12], we have _(&L|E cn)/[l
2
n 2, ). It follows
from Theorem 4.1 that _ess(L)=<, since ln   as n  . K
Example 4.1. Consider the birth-death process with ai (death rate)=bi
(birth rate) =i s[log(1+i)]:, i1, s>1, : # R, and let a0=0, b0=1. Then
([35, Example 3.1]) the F-Sobolev inequality holds for F(r)=[log(1+r)]$
($>0) if and only if either s>2 or s=2 and :$. Therefore, _ess(L)=<
if either s>2 or s=2 together with :>0.
Furthermore, we claim that _ess(L)=< if and only if either s>2 or s=2
and :>0. To see this, we se the concentration result Theorem 6.1.
Obviously, +i=ci &s[log(1+i)]&:, where c>0 is such that + is a probability
measure. For any f and \, we have
D( f\, \)&
1
2
D( f, \2)
=
1
2
:
i, j
( f i+ fj)(\ i&\ j)2 qij+i
=
c
2
( f0+ f1)(\0&\1)2
+
c
2
:
i
[( f i+ fi+1)(\ i&\i+1)2+( f i+ f i&1)(\i&\i&1)2],
where qij=bi if j=i+1; =ai if j=i&1; =0 otherwise. Take \ i=
[log(i+1)]1&:2 if s=2, :0; and \(i)=i 1&s2[log(1+i)]&:2 if s<2, we
see that
sup[D( f\, \)& 12D( f, \
2) : +( | f | )=1]<,
and that +(exp[*\])= for big *>0. Therefore, by Theorem 6.1, (1.2)
does not hold. Consequently, _ess(L){< by Theorem 4.1.
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5. ULTRACONTRACTIVITY DEDUCED FROM SUPER-POINCARE
INEQUALITIES
Let + be a _-finite measure on (E, F). Assume that Pt is a symmetric
Markov semigroup on L2(+) with infinitesimal generator L, and is contrac-
tive on L p(+) for 1p. We call Pt ultracontractive if &Pt &1  <
for any t>0.
We mention here two ways to prove the ultracontractivity. One is
developed by Davies and Simon [16] based on supercontractivity
inequalities, and the other is due to Carlen, Kusuoka, Stroock [9],
Tomisaki [31] and Coulhon [13] using Nash type inequalities. To prove
the ultracontractivity from super-Poincare inequalities, one may apply the
latter way as follows. Let
8(r)=inf[sr+;(s) : s>0], r0.
It follows from (1.2) that
8&1(+( f 2))D( f, f ), +( | f | )=1,
where 8&1(r)=inf[s0 : 8(s)r]. We note that 8&1 vanishes on a finite
interval in case that 8 is bounded below from a positive constant. If
G(t)=|

t
dr
8&1(r)
<
for big t, by Theorem 2.1 in [31] we obtain
&Pt &1  G&1(t) :=inf[s0 : G(s)t]. (5.1)
One may also apply Davies and Simon’s theorem by proving the supercon-
tractivity inequality, but the procedure seems more complicated. Below we
present a result proved directly from (1.2), with an estimate easier to
calculate.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that (1.2) holds. If
9(t) :=|

t
;&1(r)
r
dr<, t>inf ;,
then Pt is ultracontractive with
- &Pt &1   max[=&1 inf ;, 9&1((1&=) t)], = # (0, 1), t>0,
(5.2)
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where we put 9 &1(t)=0 for t9(0).
Proof. For f # L1(+) & L2(+) with +( | f | )=1, let h(t)=+((Pt f )2).
By (1.2),
h$(t)=&2D(Pt f, Pt f )&
2
r
h(t)+
2;(r)
r
.
Taking r=;&1(=h(t)), we obtain
h$(t) &
2(1&=) h(t)
;&1(=h(t))
, t0. (5.3)
Now fix t>0. Assume that h(t)>c :==&1 inf ;, then h(s)>c for any
s # [0, t]. Hence ;&1(=h(s)) is finite for any s # [0, t]. By (5.3),
&2(1&=) t|
t
0
h$(s) ;&1(=h(s))
h(s)
ds=9(h(0))&9(h(t)) &9(h(t)).
This implies that 2(1&=) t9(c)<9(inf ;) and
h(t)sup [s0 : 9(s)2(1&=) t]=9 &1(2(1&=) t).
Therefore,
&Pt &1  2max[c, 9 &1(2(1&=) t)].
The proof is now finished by observing that
&Pt &1  2=&Pt&2   and &Pt &1  &Pt2&1  2 } &Pt2 &2   . K
It is now the time to prove the ultracontractivity result mentioned in
Section 1.
Corollary 5.2. Assume that (1.2) holds with ;(r)=exp[c(1+r&*)]
for some c>0 and * # (0, 1). We have
&Pt &1  exp[*1+*2 t&*(1&*)] (5.4)
for some *1 , *2>0 and all t>0. Especially, in the situation of Corollary 2.5,
if V=&:\$ (:>0, $>2) then (5.4) holds for *=$(2($&1)), while if
V=&exp[:\] (:>0) then (5.4) holds for *=12.
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Proof. We use the notation in Theorem 5.1. It is easy to see that
;&1(r)=[(1c) log r&1]&*&1 for r>exp[c]=inf ;. Then there exists
c1>0 such that
9(t)c1 |

t
dr
r[log r]&*&1
=
c1*
1&*
[log t] (1&1*)
for t2 exp[c]. This implies (5.4) by taking ==12 in (5.2). K
6. CONCENTRATION OF MEASURES
Let (E, F, +) be a probability space, and (D, D(D)) a symmetric
Dirichlet form on L2(+). Assume that the super-Poincare inequality (1.2)
holds, we go to study the concentration of +.
Following [4] and [21], we define 1(\)0 for \ # D(D) with \2 # D(D) by
1(\)2=sup [D(\f, \)&D( f, \2)2 : f # D(D) with
f\ # D(D), +( | f | )=1].
We refer to [4] for a natural extension of 1 to a bigger domain. Let a=1
for the diffusion case (i.e., D( f, g)=+(({f, {g) ) and hence 1(\)=
&{\&), and a=2 otherwise. We have ([4])
D(exp[*\], exp[*\])a1(\)2 *2+(exp[2*\]). (6.1)
Theorem 6.1. Assume that (1.2) holds. If \0 satisfies 1(\)1, then
+(exp[*\])< for all *0. Furthermore, for *1 and $>1,
+(exp[*\])exp {c0*+* |
*
1
1
r2
log _ $$&1 ; \
1
$ar2+& dr= , (6.2)
where c0=log +(exp[\]). Consequently,
&\&c0+log
$
$&1
+|

1
1
r2
log ; \ 1$ar2+ dr, $>1.
Proof. For n, *>0, let \n=\ 7 n and hn(*)=+(exp[*\n]). We have
1(\n , \n)1 (see [4]). By (1.2) and (6.1),
hn(*)
a*2
4
rhn(*)+;(*) hn(*2)2.
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Taking r=2a*2 we obtain
hn(*)2; \ 2a*2+ hn \
*
2+
2
. (6.3)
For any m>0, let +m(A)= p&1m +(A & [\nm]), where pm=+ (\nm).
We have
hn(*2)2[exp[m*2]+ pm+m(exp[*\n 2])]2
2 exp[m*]+2p2m+m(exp[*\n])2 exp[*m]+2pmhn(*).
Combining this with (6.3), it follows that
hn(*)4; \ 2a*2+ exp[m*]+4; \
2
a*2+ pmhn(*).
Taking m1 be such that 4;(2a*2) pm12, we obtain
+(exp[*\n])8; \ 2a*2+ exp[m*].
This proves that +(exp[*\])< by letting n A .
To prove the estimate (6.2), let h(*)=+(exp[*\]), *>0. We have
h$(*)=+(\ exp[*\])
=+(exp[2*\])&*&1 log(=*e) h(*), =>0, (6.4)
where we have used the fact that \= exp[*\]&*&1 log(=*e). Next, by
(1.2) with f =exp[*\],
h(2*)ra*2h(2*)+;(r) h(*)2, r>0.
Taking r=[$a*2]&1, it follows that
h(2*)
;(r) h(*)2
1&ra*2
=
$
$&1
; \ 1$a*2+ h(*)2.
Substituting this into (6.4) and taking ==($&1)$*h(*) ;(1($a*2)), we
obtain
h$(*)
$=
$&1
; \ 1$a*2+ h(*)2&
h(*)
*
log(=*e)
=
h(*)
*
log _ $$&1 ; \
1
$a*2+ h(*)& .
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Therefore,
d
d* {
log h(*)
* ==
h$(*)
*h(*)
&
log h(*)
*2

1
*2
log _ $$&1 ; \
1
$a*2+& .
This proves (6.2). K
Theorem 6.2. Assume that (1.2) holds and let \0 with 1(\)1. For
$>1 and :>c0+log($($&1)), define
h(*)=exp {&:*&* |
*
1
1
r2
log ; \ 1$ar2+ dr= , *>0.
We have
|
M
d+ |

0
exp[*\] h(*) d*<. (6.5)
Consequently, let
!(*)=inf {s1 : |
s
1
1
r2
log ; \ 1$ar2+ dr>*= ,
then
+ \ 1\+1 exp[((1&=) \&:) !(=\)]+<, = # (0, 1). (6.6)
Proof. Let f (r)=1 exp[r*] h(*) d*. By (6.2) and Fubini theorem,
+( f (\))=|

1
+(exp[*\]) h(*) d*<.
This proves (6.5).
Next, for any = # (0, 1), we have h(*)exp[&:*&=\*] for *!(=\). Then
f (\)|
!(=\)
1
exp[((1&=) \&:) *] d*
=
1
(1&=) \&:
[exp[((1&=) \&:) !(=\)]&exp[(1&=) \&:]]

c(=, :)
\+1
exp[((1&=) \&:) !(=\)], \>
2:
1&=
,
where c(=, :)=1&exp[:(1&!(2=:(1&=)))]. This proves (6.6). K
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Corollary 6.3. Let \0 be such that 1(\)1. If (1.2) holds with
;(r)=exp[c(1+r&*)] for some c>0, then there exists =>0 such that
+(exp[=\2*(2*&1)])<, if *>12,
+(exp[exp(=\)])<, if *=12, (6.7)
&\&<, if * # (0, 12).
Consequently, if the F-Sobolev inequality holds for F(r)=[log(1+r)]1*,
then (6.7) holds.
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists c1>0 such that
!(r){c1r
2*(2*&1),
exp[c1*],
if *>12,
if *=12,
and for * # (0, 12),
|

1
1
r2
log ; \ 12ar2+ dr<.
Then (6.7) follows from Theorem 6.2 immediately. The result for the
F-Sobolev inequality is due to Theorem 3.1. K
Corollary 6.4. Let d+=exp[V ] dx be a probability measure on a
complete connected Riemannian manifold M, consider the form D( f, g)=
+(({f, {g) ). If (1.2) holds for ;(r)=exp[c(1+r&1$)] with c>0 and $>2,
or equivalently (1.5) holds for F(r)=[log(1+r)]$ with $>2, then M is
compact. Moreover, one may estimate the diameter of M by using
Theorem 6.1.
7. APPENDIX
For readers’ convenience, we present in the appendix the proof of
Theorem 1.5 in [36], which has been used in the proof of Corollary 2.5.
Theorem 7.1 ([36]). Assume that M is a d-dimensional connected, com-
plete Riemannian manifold with M either convex or empty, and that the
Ricci curvature is bounded below by &K for some K0. Let d&=
exp[W ] dx with W=c\ for some c>- K(d&1), where \ is the Rieman-
nian distance function from a fixed point, then (2.6) holds for p=d.
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Proof. By GreenWu’s approximation theorem [19], there exists \ #
C(M ) such that |\&\ |<1 and |{\ |<2. For c>- K(d&1), let
d& =exp[c\ ] dx. Then it suffices to prove (7) for & . Let P (1)t be the semi-
group of 2+c{\ . By Davies [15, Corollary 2.4.3], (2.6) for & is equivalent
to the upper bound of P (1)t
(P (1)t f )
2c3 t&p2, t # (0, 1], & ( f 2)=1. (7.1)
Let P (2)t be the semigroup of 2 and denote r=2
13. By modifying the
proof of Lemma 2.1 in [33], we have |P (i )t f |
:P ( j )t | f |
: exp[c(:) t] (i, j=
1, 2) for any :>1 with some c(:)>0. By this and applying Lemma 2.1 in
[33] to P (2)t , we obtain, for t # (0, 1] and f0 with & ( f
2)=1,
[P (1)t f (x)]
2c4[P (2)t f
r(x)]r2c4[P(2)t f
r2( y)]r exp[c5\(x, y)2t]
c6P (1)t f
2( y) exp[c5\(x, y)2t], r, y # M.
Then
c6 =c6 | P (1)t f 2( y) & (dy)[P (1)t f (x)]2 | exp[&c5\(x, y)2t] & (dy)
[P(1)t f (x)]
2 & (B(x, - t)) exp[&c5], x # M.
From this we see that (7.1) follows from the volume lower bound
& (Bx(r))c7r p, r # [0, 1], x # M. (7.1)
By CheegerGromovTaylor’s volume comparison theorem [10], we have
|Bo(1)|
|Bx(r)|

|Bx(\(x)+1)|
|Bx(r)|

(\(x)+1)d
rd
exp[- K(d&1)(\(x)+1)], r # [0, 1],
where | } | denotes the Riemannian volume. Noting that \ \&1, we
obtain
& (Bx(r))exp[c(\(x)&2)] |Bx(r)|c7rd
for some c7>0 and all r # [0, 1]. Therefore, (7.2) holds for pd. K
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